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Guest editorial

Diversity in multiple classiﬁer systems

Fifteen years ago, the reader would have questioned a
statement that an ensemble of classiﬁers is generally
better than a single classiﬁer. Now this is the prevailing
opinion based on a substantial amount of theoretical
and empirical evidence, and on the availability of smart
training methods for classiﬁer ensembles.
It is intuitively clear that an ensemble of identical
classiﬁers will be no better than a single member thereof.
If we have ‘‘the perfect classiﬁer’’, then no ensemble is
needed. If the ensemble members are imperfect, they
should be diﬀerent so that at least some of them are
correct where the others are wrong. We call this loosely
speciﬁed property diversity, and set oﬀ to explore why
and how it works for the success of the ensemble, if
at all.
Diversity does work! Classiﬁer ensembles that enforce
diversity fare better than ones that do not. The classical
example is boosting versus bagging, the two currently
most successful ensemble strategies. Both approaches
build the ensembles by training each classiﬁer on a bespoke data set. Boosting promotes diversity actively
whereas bagging relies on independent re-sampling from
the training set. Boosting has been crowned as the ‘‘best
oﬀ-the-shelf classiﬁer’’ by Leo Breiman himself, the
creator of bagging. Numerous theoretical studies explain the success of Boosting by proving bounds and
margins on its error. The secret lies with the ingenious
construction of the subsequent training data sets so that
classiﬁers trained on them form a diverse ensemble. Can
we not measure and use diversity explicitly to create
better ensembles?
Our previous studies led us to the somewhat surprising and discouraging conjecture that diversity is not
unequivocally related to the ensemble accuracy. Is this a
fault of deﬁning and measuring diversity? Should
diversity be always related to accuracy? Should diversity
be perceived as a property of the set of classiﬁers or
should it be related to the combination method too?
This special issue, consisting of seven original contributions, looks into diversity through a magnifying glass.
The eﬀorts of leading researchers and teams are being
presented together in search of answers to some of the
above questions.
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The ﬁrst paper is a survey on diversity in classiﬁcation
and regression. Brown et al. have taken up the diﬃcult
task to tidy the diversity drawer of multiple classiﬁer
systems cabinet. They start with diversity in regression
ensembles which allows for a much more rigorous
treatment than diversity in classiﬁcation ensembles.
Their systematic approach leads them to propose a
taxonomy of methods for creating diversity in classiﬁer
ensembles. As a result of this in-depth look into the core
concept, the authors are able to oﬀer useful tips for
measuring diversity as well as provide a more formal
analysis of diversity.
Windeatt studies measures of diversity in relation to
the complexity of the base classiﬁers in the ensemble (of
neural networks). He proposes a new measure that is
better related to the classiﬁcation accuracy than some of
the most commonly used measures when the complexity
of the base classiﬁers is varied. The experimental results
suggest that using diversity might be a way towards
developing reliable methods for tuning the complexity of
the base classiﬁers.
Gal-Or et al. explore the eﬀectiveness of diversity
measures in classifying television viewers for the purposes of targeted advertising. They investigate the case of
two classes with unequal misclassiﬁcation costs and
identify diversity measures that are good predictors of
the classiﬁcation accuracy. The authors expand the
existing research by drawing a parallel between the
behaviours of the diversity measures for oracle representation (0 ¼ incorrect label/1 ¼ correct label) and direct
representation where the two classes are coded as 0 and 1.
Banﬁeld et al. propose an interesting performancebased diversity measure with a direct application to
pruning the ensemble, called ‘‘thinning’’. A rich experiment has been carried out using 22 publicly available
data sets. The ensemble size was chosen to be 1000
(classiﬁers generated through variants of bagging),
‘‘thinned’’ down to 100. The results support the authors’
thesis that thinning reduces computational complexity
of the ensemble without a signiﬁcant adverse eﬀect on
the accuracy.
Ruta and Gabrys summarize methods for selecting
classiﬁers to form an ensemble from a set of trained
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classiﬁers. Contrary to the ﬁndings of Banﬁeld et al.,
here the authors do not advocate using diversity measures to gauge the ensemble performance and propose
instead to base the choice directly on the majority vote
accuracy. The experiments, using 27 publicly available
data sets, are rich and thorough as well. The contradiction between the results of the two studies is only
superﬁcial. Banﬁeld et al. consider large ensembles (of
1000 classiﬁers) and their reduction down to a relatively
large ﬁgure of 100 classiﬁers. Ruta and Gabrys consider
ensembles of 15 classiﬁers from which to select, where
exhaustive search is also a possible option. The diversity
measure in the Banﬁeld’s study is incorporated in the
‘‘thinning’’ procedure and is not used as an overall criterion that is supposed to replace the evaluation of the
ensemble accuracy. The two studies make an interesting
compound suggesting that there is no point in substituting a diversity measure as a selection criterion but
there are other ways in which diversity may be useful in
the selection process.
Tsymbal et al. propose a feature selection framework
for classiﬁer ensembles. They calculate a ‘‘ﬁtness function’’ for each classiﬁer composed of an accuracy term
and a diversity term. The diversity term reﬂects the
contribution of the classiﬁer to the ensemble diversity.
Various measures of diversity, ensemble combination
methods and feature selection algorithms are investigated through an experiment with 21 data sets.
Melville and Mooney suggest that diversity should be
measured with respect to the ensemble prediction. They
proceed to design a simple and appealing ensemble
training algorithm, called DECORATE, which adds one
classiﬁer at a time for creating the training set of the new
classiﬁer using diversity explicitly. The original training
set is augmented by a set of new data points, called
‘‘diversity data’’, whose labels are decided so as to be
most diverse from the ensemble prediction. A large
experiment involving 33 data sets has been carried out to
demonstrate that DECORATE compares favourably

with the best available ensemble methods such as bagging and boosting.
We had the luxury of great many submissions and
thus were faced with pleasant but yet challenging task of
having to select among them the very best for this special issue. I wish to thank the authors of all the submitted papers for considering this special issue as a
possible forum for presenting their work. I acknowledge
with sincere thanks the invaluable help of all the
reviewers.
At the conception of this special issue, the main
question for me was ‘‘Is the quest for diversity leading us
to a dead end?’’ The sheer amount of interesting research that was submitted as a response to the call for
papers is a clear answer ‘‘no’’. The variety of inspiring
ideas within the submissions is a clear answer ‘‘no’’. The
strong positive statements by most of the studies in this
issue show that there is a way forward. The one negative
statement is a warning that this way may still be bumpy.
The abundance of profound expertise on the subject is
another clear sign that diversity is presently an active
pursuit. And the ambivalence of the opinions makes it a
bigger challenge and more fun.
In closing, this special issue is being oﬀered with the
sincere belief that it will indeed turn out to be a significant milestone in the path towards a better understanding of the diversity concept and how it can be
exploited in improving performance robustness in real
world applications.
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